
4x4Airseals - Citroen Grand C4 Picasso Air 
Suspension air compressor Air dryer filtration repair kit
2006-2013

!  Dear Customer please choose a part of this document   
that is particular to the product you purchased.
Disclaimer
This document is the property of 4x4Airseals.com and should not be redistributed or replicated / reprinted , it is for the sole use of  
visual reference of 4x4Airseals customers. Please consult with your vehicles workshop manual and take all necessary precautions 
with regard to protecting your safety whilst working on your vehicle !protecting yourself and your vehicles systems from damage, 
the information below as been collated from our own personal & customer experiences and should be used as a guide only, we are 
not qualified motor vehicle repairers and we advise that you research the task in hand before commencing with your repair . 
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Disassembly Instructions

A - Your air compressor should be the same as in the picture.
B- Remove the 2 off   m6 torx bit long series bolts 
C - Holding the air dryer chamber pull chamber backwards slowly exposing delivery valve & spring ! careful not to loose them.
D- Identify the orientation of the spring and delivery valve parts.
E- Remove the delivery and spring.
F - Remove the 2 off  Orings and replace with your new kit items ,you can place a little silicone grease on the O rings if u wish.
G - Now back to the air dryer chamber itself ,remove the metal disc by rotating a 1/4 of a turn and the pull out disc with spring.
H-  You can use a scriber to rotate the metal disc or thin nose pliers
I -  Underneath the metal disc their is a large spring ! note positioning for reassembly.
J - Now you need to remove the plastic main filter disc.
k -You can use a thin scriber in the middle to pry out the disc ! be careful the old filter and granules don't spill out on the floor/bench
L- Remove old top filter  .
M-Empty old granules into a container and discard.
N- Remove bottom filter that is located in the very bottom of the air dryer chamber .
O- Dry and clean out your chamber and refit the 2 filters and granules supplied in your new kit in reverse order to disassembly.
P- Reassemble your compressor air dryer chamber in reverse order to disassembly procedure taking care particurlarly with the little 
delivery valve and spring that they are located and fitted in the same format as removal and do not move whilst pushing the air dryer
chamber back up to the cylinder head assembly.

We hope you are happy with your kit and we thank you for using 4x4Airseals products -  

www.4x4airseals.com
airsealsuk@aol.com
 


